Sound Bites in front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath

#13 = Daniel’s Mystery Scroll {Chapter 12} is Opened
Most Christians are confused of Daniel’s sealed prophecy. The language spoken by Adam and Eve was
Hebrew, which Daniel verbalized, but many changes occurred in 6000 years. Babushka concept eggs recently
rediscovered a structure of that ancient language, abbreviated as HANS – Hebrew Alphabet Number System,
which described a base seven-calendar ignored in global universities and Christian Prophecy Summits
believing in unscientific atheistic stupid fairy tales. Many YouTube videos now demonstrate deadly lies and
gross deception suppressing true historic science, which has global consequences destructive to nature. It is
blocked out by the Illuminati NYC psychopath bankers who control international every media to keep you
compliant to a shadow government New World Order. If you are not blind, watch occasionally advertised
World Clock - now seconds to midnight, but reading the Torah-Bible is more accurate. Why not be informed
about HANS on a free web, soon gone, too? Thus could be the most important last Jonah-II message to you.
In prophecy the HANS number “13” means “Judgment”, found in Daniel 12. The number twelve (12) means
“Perfect Government” now on the front door to start a prophesied Kingdom on Earth. It will be governed by
the King of Kings and Lord of Lords, Yeshua-Jesus the Christ after 2017. His management will guarantee
1000 years of peace thus will totally change a civilization how mankind was historically governed by LuciferSatan. Please notice the reason of a final judgment Apocalypse and why will it end 6000 years of mankind
being ruled by a fallen Angel. Satan aimed to destroy a divine creation with a Kosmos generated Evil – the
original cause of his 4488 BC rebellion. Daniel was selected to report a divine timing but was frustrated on the
very end being told to seal it for the Endtime being closed similar to a last theater curtain call which left the
viewers baffled for 2500 years. Daniel’s prophecy calendar earth wobble projection {Time-Times-½Time} is
still a mystery for theologians but now has been decoded in Pearl #275 with gathered Babushka egg science
facts, to become a witness before the White Throne to decide if Mortals want to live in the Jod-dimension.
However, God’s Plan for Mankind was written in an obscured calendar to be sealed until it was finally cracked
by a German instrument maker, understanding cuckoo clocks, under the penname Jonah-II. Thus, he got
interested in investigating ancient bronze-gold clocks exhibited in global museums still collecting dust. Their
system has now been decoded (Babushka Egg #3) which was converted into Bible prophecy still ignored for
ten years in Christians Prophecy Summits scantily educated in true science. If you want to widen knowledge
horizons, let’s investigate and focus on Daniel’s last {chapter 12} mysteries still difficult to understand. It was
sealed until the time of end and preserved in Synagogues or Christian churches. It is now finally and opened
on a free web, which fulfilled Daniel’s last comment (verse 4) that knowledge shall increase and travel by the
air. Please check the many science witnesses collected in Babushka concept eggs, which will be used by the
Divine Prosecution before the White Throne in a heavenly Court of Law to present many documented historic
facts accused against this generation. The New World Order became absolute evil programmed to wipe out all
LIFE on this earth and worse, genetically demolished the food chain for the next generation, thus repeated
God’s Wrath once more which was justifiable to end like Sodom and Gomorrah consequently will perish,
akin to a Noah’s evil Atlantis civilization, which disappeared on 5 February 2287(JC) by an asteroid.
At that time Michael, the great prince who protects your people, will arise. There will be a time of
distress such as has not happened from the beginning of nations until then. But at that time your people—
everyone whose name is found written in the book—will be delivered.2 Multitudes who sleep in the dust of
the earth will awake: some to everlasting life, others to shame and everlasting contempt. 3 Those who are
wise will shine like the brightness of the heavens, and those who lead many to righteousness, like the stars
forever and ever.4 But you, Daniel, roll up and seal the words of the scroll until the time of the end. Many will
go here and there to increase knowledge. (Dan. 12:1-4)

The text revealed two (2) groups of mortals being resurrected. Being confused, most Christians believe only
they are privileged to be resurrected, some hope to be raptured belonging to the first group. That idea has many
problems censored by countless theologians, but we should use some science witnesses considered in
Babushka egg Pearlette #14 or many Pearls #888,168,108,107 matching the sealed prophecies of Daniel and
John’s Revelation now exposed on a free web. To better understand the First Resurrection which was only
meant for the Saints - the last word in the Bible – thus where chosen since Adam’s time, -who are written in
the Book of the Lamp, now to wake up from the dust. A YouTube video will add to knowledge horizons.
World’s Last Chance - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-4tQaCwPeU&t=1s
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But a second group is more problematic 2awaken to everlasting contempt. It is obviously not the last GrandResurrection event to bypass the Throne balance test to decide on a last option: Mercy unto Life or Mercy unto
Death when Time is no more. Thus, procreating mankind for 6000 years ends on this earth with two (2)
options. On the contrary, a larger resurrection number would need a bigger “New Earth” linked to a restored
Kosmos -Jod dimension without evil, as stated by Jesus in the four Gospels. Consequently, a smaller preminiature First Resurrection must have a different purpose which segregated only the “Saints” - the righteous
to shine like the stars meant for a special reason perhaps 200 million in number linked to Rev. 9. In short, God
appointed from a 6000-year pool of mankind a special chosen person to fill a Kosmos government vacancy to
be trained in a new administration to rule a new heaven and earth to replace a Satan rebelled in 4488 BC. Thus,
the fallen demon angels were put in outer darkness only known by Jesus to reveal the other Heh side, which is
the Angel Kosmos dimension, mentioned in Pearlette #21 - My Name is Legion.
The (5) Fifth Angel in Revelation Chapter: 9 - opens the underworld prison with a key releasing 200 million
angel-demons appearing on earth. All Angels were designed to live “forever”. Those who rebelled with Satan
became demons, now in hell, but notice all want to die a much better choice using an option Mercy unto Death
only offered on earth to be gone forever. Thus, they need to enter a mortal body only available in the Daleth
dimension. Daniel’s prophecies also mention a second group being mini-resurrected, but for everlasting
contempt. These are demons appearing on earth during the last curtain act on the end of the Apocalypse 2017.
Thus in contempt will possess people, which will cause our civilization to collapse in total Evil. Yeshua gave
warning not to accept the AntiChrist-beast control number (666) on their body which will cause later a deadly
decease and mental torment to only end being killed by the four (4) Death Angels from the other Heh side.
Together they are thrown into the fiery lake or a selected galaxy. The same happened to the evil Prophet
without getting a chance of the balance test on the end of Time, or like Judas Iscariot was never pardoned by
Yeshua-Jesus. That option was offered on the cross when Jesus died, half divine-half human, a paradox
revealed in a number Babushka Pearls from a science perspective. At the end of the Apocalypse, the soul
brainwashed in atheisms and relativism and to stay alive joins the world peace system accepting the 666 beast
mark of the AntiChrist could be possessed by demons. Therefore have lost the last chance of a possible choice
- Mercy unto Life? Many will not care one way another - to buy food to survive or face death by starvation.
Countless Christians who refuse will be executed during Marshal Law, which Yeshua-Jesus said would be the
worst time for mortals to choose good or evil. It is similarly repeated in every century. Many will be murdered
for their Christian faith, which is the ultimate test to separate those destined to be rewarded for Sainthood. If
you were appointed to be a Saint, you will know when the bridegroom is coming by applying a 70-year
Yeshua promise that the Apocalypse will be over in 2017. My best advice to survive God’s Wrath: call on
Yeshua-Jesus, “Save me.” It worked for me; my spirit was reborn waiting for an eternal butterfly body.
To anyone interested in ancient calendars: we still have five world calendars but using the Hebrew moon
cycles needed to be corrected by two (2) years converted across 7000 creation Hebrew cycles. Thus the
mystery of Daniels calendar is solved that the {Time-Times-½Time} are really earth-axis-wobbles as
explained in Babushka Pearl #276 with the last declining wobble at 21 December 2012 linked to Dan. 12:7.
“From the time that the daily sacrifice is abolished and the abomination that causes desolation is set up,
there will be 1,290 days. 12 Blessed is the one who waits for and reaches the end of the 1,335 days. 13 “As for
you, go your way till the end. You will rest, and then at the end of the days you will rise to receive your
allotted inheritance.” (Daniel 12:11-13)
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Let’s check -the abomination that causes desolation is set up. Israel made with Moses and YHWH a binding
covenant of extra blessing but has terrible consequences if violated, as confirmed in history. They rebelled in
every century, in every synagogue, right up to this day, which will end in the prophesied Jacob’s Trouble. God
sent many prophets to warn them. In 63 BC the Roman general Pompey sacrificed a pig, and finally in 70 AD,
Titus destroyed the Jewish Temple and sanctuary, a total desolation. Israel, if a nation, is framed by 70 years
of Daniel’s Endtime prophecy. Thus, the last 70-year wobble calendar is matching the 1260-1290-1335 day
leftover years. A concordance Hebrew word study will prove that “day” has multiple meanings – birth,
judgment and restoration. Babushka egg Book #11- On That Day is stated 70 times by (4) four prophets. Even
Yeshua prophesied the death and birth of Israel “as a nation” quoting Daniel’s 70 (wobble) years. Again,
YHWH is warning Israel with tetra moons and 13th zodiac constellation Pearl #261 linked to a future, totally
New Covenant matching a Jewish holiday (mini First-Resurrection harvest) to celebrate David and the Saints.
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